Competence

Your IT Security Specialist
Navixia SA is a Swiss company specialised in every
aspect of information security.
We serve organisations of all sizes, from small
companies to multinationals, in all fields of activity.
An efficient approach for each company
Our role as a company is to help our customers:
• Identify critical resources within their company
• Evaluate the actual risk to their business
• Analyse security vulnerabilities
• Implement solutions that are adapted to their environment while
taking into account their budgetary constraints.
• Acquire appropriate and targeted training
• Stay informed of current events and news in the world of security.
Extensive skills

Our efficient, mobile and highly
experienced team consists of senior
professionals who are all passionate
about IT security. Some of them are
pioneers and leading experts in their field.
All are personally acquainted with our
clients and their specific requirements.

Reliable structure
Navixia is a Swiss limited company held
by private Swiss shareholders.

Security
When it comes to protecting your
organisation’s information system,
choosing the appropriate technologies is
not enough. You should also make sure it
is adapted to the working processes of
your employees.

The field of IT security is large and comprises many sub-domains. Our
strength as a company is to possess an experience extensive enough to
master all of these sub-domains ourselves.
Even so, we have all the advantages of a small and reactive structure,
which alone can answer the needs of its customers in an individual,
flexible and efficient way.

Balance

A personalised and pragmatic approach to security issues

Awareness

Navixia's specialists constantly monitor the market for technological
advances.
Our experience allows us to balance objectively the potential impact of
new events taking place in the world of security with the actual field
constraints of our customers.
As a result, we implement and assess security in a pragmatic and
efficient way, which translates into a tailored approach, specific to each
company individually.

The human factor is essential. Users
should be trained to understand and
deflect the risks related to their use of IT
services.

Implementing security should not be an
unbearable burden for either
administrators or users. Security should
be perfectly suited to each company’s
structure if it is to be effective
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Solutions & Services
Our customers said :
“Any intervention is always thought
out precisely, taking into account all
parameters.”
“Excellent availability, timeliness,
great flexibility.”
“Appreciated collaboration with a
dynamic and very competent
team!”

The solutions and services we propose make it possible to
secure all aspects of an organisation’s activity.
Core Security
Handles design, implementation, installation and maintenance of all components
that form the essential basis of your company’s IT infrastructure. An efficient
approach should also take the evolution of company requirements into account.
Identity and Access Management (IDAM)

“Very good customer relationship
and always attentive. I’ll do my best
to pursue this partnership.”

Helps define who can access corporate data, with what access privileges. It can
control when a particular user is accessing sensitive information and what he does
with it during that session. Addressing IDAM is required to comply with operational
risk regulations.

“Trusted provider with a team of
passionate engineers.”

Data Security

“Excellent relationship, both from a
professional and a human point of
view.”
“It is a real pleasure to work with
competent and professional
people.”
Extract from our latest
yearly satisfaction survey

Protects company data against theft or any form of unwanted access, within the
network or on mobile supports.
eGRC (Governance, Risk, Compliance)
Provides a detailed and continuous analysis of your organisation’s IT risk exposure
while ensuring compliance with risk regulation. Our specialists put their expert
knowledge at your disposal.
Support Services
Assist you in maintaining your installed base, on site or remotely. Our team of
experts is at your disposal to help you solve any security-related problems you
might encounter in your daily activities.
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Security Assessments
Our customers said :
“Excellent technical knowledge.
Good relationship with the whole
team.”
“Navixia is a reliable and state-ofthe-art security partner.”
“Navixia is a professional and
trusted company to whom we
entrust very sensitive security
missions without any
apprehension.”
“A long-term relationship based on
trust and skills. To recommend :-)”
“Navixia is one or our leading
partners and has been with us for
several years. Their expertise allows
us to maintain a high level of
security and stability much
appreciated in our business.”
“We value Navixia’s neutral choice
of solutions.”
Extract from our latest
yearly satisfaction survey

Navixia provides security assessments that draw a precise
map of IT security risks while indicating the actual level of
exposure of an IT infrastructure to potential intrusions.
External Security Assessment
Is your company vulnerable to attacks coming from the outside world? Based on
various tests selected in relation to your infrastructure, this assessment will draw a
precise map of potential vulnerabilities and assess their implications.
Internal Security Assessment
Performed from within the company's premises, this assessment ascertains if your
company is potentially vulnerable to attacks launched from the inside by an
attacker who has a physical access to your fixed or wireless network.
Application Assessment
Weaknesses in web or mobile applications can potentially afford a vulnerable
entry point into the company network, besides exposing data. This assessment
will provide a comprehensive overview of their security posture.
Secure Code Review
An insecure piece of source code may cause a potential vulnerability and provide
an entry point into your company infrastructure or data. This thorough
assessment of software code will detect potential security flaws in your existing
applications.
Architecture or Configuration Assessment
There are sections in your IT perimeter that might prove particularly critical for
your organisation – because they are operationally strategic or contain sensitive
information. This assessment will make sure they are not vulnerable.
Digital Code Signing
After your code has been subjected to a secure code review, safety can be taken
one step further: code can be digitally signed so that it is "stamped" as secure. This
specialised process is complex and we are happy to assist.
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Achieve Greater Security

Awareness & Training
Take advantage of Navixia's extensive hands-on
experience and choose among a set of IT security
training courses designed for various levels of
expertise. Promote security awareness among your
staff and improve your security.

Navixia recommends that users should be
placed at the centre of the company's
security strategy.
Users should be clearly informed about
the IT practices that are authorised or
forbidden within the company.
They should be made aware of the risks
incurred by an inappropriate use of IT
systems.
And they should also be trained to
recognise and deflect risks.

Security Awareness Classes
Major security problems can be avoided if your staff is trained to
understand security risks. Our awareness classes are tailored to your
company’s specific needs. They very concretely show, with many
examples and in a language that users can understand whatever their
expertise, the risks related to an inadequate use of communication
systems in daily activities - and how to avoid them.
DiagnoPhish Self-Awareness

Training IT security officers
Regular training is one of the best ways to
stay abreast of the latest technological
advances and efficiently manage the IT
infrastructure and its associated risks.

Flexibly train your users to resist phishing and anticipate security risks.
At your own pace.
DiagnoPhish, our Swiss security awareness tool, enables you to raise
user awareness, teach employees to deflect threats, monitor their
progress over time and take corrective action where necessary. This will
vastly improve your overall security. The approach is designed to be
managed and monitored by you, without external intervention.
No need to upset everyone's working schedule to make sure they can
attend a class-type awareness session: DiagnoPhish activities take only
a few minutes at a time and users can complete them from their own
fixed or mobile workstations.

Training IT users

Solutions Trainings

Various levels of skills

These technical courses are designed for IT security officers and
managers. They prove highly beneficial whenever you want to know
more about a specific security solution or product that is part of your IT
security infrastructure.
Our courses are particularly effective because we customise them for
your environment. They are tailor-made for you and for your team and
based on your own real-life daily requirements.

Courses are tailored to each specific
audience and to each company's
particular environment.

It is quite as important to make users
aware of the security pitfalls related to
their use of the corporate IT system, and
to teach them how to handle those risks.
Experienced instructors
The courses are taught by the Navixia
security specialists, who can rely on their
extensive field experience.
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